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Sure-Lock®: The Leading Name in Underground Utility Locating
Heath offers a broad range of locators to suit any locating need. Our most popular locator, the Sure-Lock, comes in two unique
models, enabling the locator to find anything from audio, radio to ultra-high frequencies. This broad range of options allows our customers to choose the model that is the perfect fit for their locating needs.

Heath’s Versatile Line of Sure-Lock Locators
Heath’s best selling locator is designed to suit all your locating needs in a simple to use two button instrument. The Sure-Lock All Pro
consists of an integrated receiver and transmitter which allows you to configure the optimal frequency to best locate all underground
utilities quickly and reliably. The continuous depth reading is constantly displayed on the receiver as you near the target conductor.
The All Pro offers frequencies ranging from a low 8.1K audio to mid-range 81 kHz radio to ultra-high 480 kHz frequency to enable
the operator to locate multiple utilities in either a conductive or inductive method.
The Sure-Lock Utility Pro is a lightweight radio frequency locator with features normally found on more expensive models such as
continuous depth, automatic signal adjustment, and left-right directional arrows. This model can be used both conductivity or inductively and is appropriate for locating gas, water, electric, telephone and TV cable.

Locate Valve Boxes With Ease
The Magna-Lock ferromagnetic locator is used to find valve box lids, curb valves and manhole covers. This locator provides top of
the line magnetic locating including our new push-button “erase” feature and power line indicator, providing greater flexibility and
enhanced performance.
The Split-Lock locator is half the physical size of a standard split-box pipe and cable locator. Lightweight and easy to store, it fits
easily into a tool compartment, tool chest, or behind the seat of your truck. This small sized locator performs big when it comes to
locating and is ideal for shallow buried metallic objects like valve boxes, manhole covers and curb valves.
Follow Heath Consultants on our Facebook and LinkedIn pages. You will find company updates, employee kudos, safety tips, industry-related news and more.

